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 Machine learning techniques are rapidly emerging in large number of fields 

from robotics to computer vision to finance and biology. One important step 

of machine learning is classification which is the process of finding out to 

which category a new encountered observation belongs based on predefined 

categories. There are various existing solutions to classification and one of 

them is decision tree classification (DTC) which can achieve high accuracy 

while handling the large datasets. But DTC is computationally intensive 

algorithm and as the size of the dataset increases its running time also 

increases which could be from some hours to days even. But thanks to field 

programmable gate arrays (FPGA) which could be used for large datasets to 

achieve high performance implementation with low energy consumption. 

Along with FPGA’s, python is used for accelerating the application 

development and python is leveraged by using python productivity for zynq 

(PYNQ), a python development environment for application development. 

This paper provides the literature review of an implementation of DTC for 

FPGA devices along with future work that can be done. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Machine learning is application of artificial intelligence (AI). Through machine learning, the system 

gets the ability of learning automatically and improving from experience without being explicitly 

programmed. To do so classification is an important step in machine learning. 

In classification, it is found out to which category a new encountered observation belongs to on the 

basis of dataset containing observations. There are two datasets in classification - training dataset and testing 

dataset. The training set consists of example records whose category is known beforehand and the testing set 

is used to validate the model created using training set. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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The objective of a classification algorithm is to build a model which can be used to assign 

unclassified records to one of the defined classes using the training dataset. Many different predictive models 

(classifiers), including the artificial neural networks (ANN) [1], decision trees (DT) [2] and support vector 

machines (SVMs) [3] have been proposed for classification. 

One of the widely used classification techniques is a method called decision tree classification 

(DTC). Despite its simplicity in terms of implementation, it is computationally too exhaustive. The reason is 

that it strives to build a statistical model of the underlying operating environment (reality). Such a 

methodology describes a class of techniques called model-based methods. Model-based methods can find 

solutions with high statistical accuracy, yet at high computational price [4-7]. DTC involves two steps - the 

first step involves the construction of the decision tree model with the help of the example records. In the 

second step this constructed decision tree is applied to other new records to know about their class. Decision 

trees have various application such as email filtering, cells categorization (in biology), galaxies classification 

[8]. They give better accuracy even on large datasets when compared to other models of classification [9]. 

But due to large datasets the DTC and in fact other classification algorithms cannot stand up to the mark of 

computational power. 

Acceleration of Hardware for classification algorithms is the best way to cope up with the problem 

of computational power. In this context, many different hardware platforms have been proposed. Graphical 

processing unit (GPU) is the most commonly used solution. But field programmable arrays (FPGA) has 

significantly shown better performance than GPU in many applications such as image processing, pattern 

recognisition, digital signal processing, and others. In literature, many performance comparisons for GPU 

and FPGAs have been done and FPGAs have performed better in most of the cases. Although, GPU have 

lower cost and shorter development time but FPGA are superior in terms of power consumption [10]. Also, 

with complicated algorithms GPU cannot provide performance as needed due to their memory architecture 

that caused limitations to memory access [11].  

Thus, for achieving improved throughput, reduced latency, and low energy consumption (the three 

most important constraints for computational systems) even better than GPU, field programmable gate 

arrays, FPGA’s are one of the popular, powerful, and parallel processing reprogrammable devices for 

implementing hardware in machine learning or deep learning algorithms to achieve high computing power in 

low cost and energy. The reprogrammable property of FPGA makes it more flexible and adaptable to 

changes. FPGA’s are used to achieve high performance, increased security and reduced latency. 

For application development for FPGA devices various high-level languages like C/C++ can be 

used but to speed up the application development work to its best, python is used which is further improved 

by usage of python productivity for zynq (PYNQ). By combining the use of python, its tools and libraries, 

PYNQ, provides a platform to developers for application development for FPGA devices [12].  

There exist many machine learning algorithms which can be implemented using FPGA devices for 

hardware acceleration. But this paper reviews the existing literature for implementation of decision tree 

classification for FPGA devices. 

This paper is divided as follows. In section 2, machine learning is explained, in section 3, the 

decision tree classification (DTC) algorithm is explained, in section 4 FPGA devices are explained in detail, 

section 5 presents about the literature survey that has been done on FPGA implementation of DTC and 

finally the paper ends with last two sections having conclusions and references. 
 

 

2. MACHINE LEARNING 

Machine learning is one of the subset of artificial intelligence. Through machine learning, the 

machine can learn by gathering experience by doing a certain task and improve its performance by doing the 

similar tasks in future. When it gets difficult to handle data analytically, then machine learning proves out to 

be the best solution for those applications [13]. 

The machine learning process can be divided into two steps - training and inference [13]. In training 

the data is observed using the dataset provided. The result of training process is the trained network. Then the 

second step called as inference is performed. In inference, the trained network obtained is applied on the new 

data [13] to perform tasks like image recognisition, counting and tracking people within the room, speech 

recognisition, and others. In Figure 1 two main steps of Inference are shown: feature extraction and 

classification [14]. 
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Figure 1. Inference process [8] 
 

 

2.1.  Feature extraction 

Large datasets have large number of variables and thus large number of resources is required to 

process them. In feature extraction, to make large, initial, raw dataset more manageable for processing, 

dimensionality of dataset is reduced. So, feature extraction is a process in which variables are combined and 

selected into features which lead to creation of a new, smaller dataset that has reduced amount of data. This 

dataset has reduced data but it still accurately and completely describe the original dataset. 

 

2.2.  Classification 

Classification is a process of assigning a category to test dataset based on category that is derived 

using training data set [15]. Classification has several applications over a wide variety of industries. For e.g. 

classification can be used for email filtering, speech recognisition, handwriting recognisition, biometric 

identification, document classification and much more. Figure 2 explains the process of classification that is 

the main steps involved in classification. There are various algorithms such as support vector machines [16], 

linear discriminant analysis, decision tree, naives bayes, k-nearest neighbor, and others that can be used for 

classification purposes but the algorithm studied in this paper is decision tree classification. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Classification 
 

 

3. DECISION TREE CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM 

As stated above classification is defined as a process in which a dataset is given which is splitted 

into two parts - training dataset and testing dataset. The training dataset has several records with each record 

having unique record id. There are several fields in record known as attributes. There are two types of 

attributes - continuous and categorical. The attributes having continuous domain are the continuous attributes 

and the attributes which have finite set of discrete values are the discrete attributes. The attributes used for 

classification are categorical attribute. In DTC a model is built that allows prediction of class of a record in 

terms of its remaining attributes [8].  

As understood by the name in decision tree learning a model is built in the form of tree structure 

[17]. Thus a decision tree model consists of internal nodes and leaves. There is a splitting decision and a 

splitting attribute associated with each internal node. The leaves have a class label assigned to them which 

represents a possible value for output variable. A decision tree is represented as follows in Figure 3. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Decision tree 
 

 

Each internal node/decision node (represented by boxes) tests an attribute represented as A/B. Each 

branch has an attribute value represented as T/F. Each leaf node/terminal node assigns a classification. The 
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first node of the tree is called as “root node.” The nodes connected through root node are called as Branch 

nodes and the nodes at last level at the end of tree are called as Leaf nodes [17]. 

A decision tree model can be built from training dataset by following an approach of recursive 

partitioning [17]. Two phases are there to build the decision tree model. The process starts from the root node 

and a path to a leaf is traced by using the splitting decision at each internal node. In first phase, a splitting 

attribute and a split index are chosen. The second phase involves splitting the records among the child nodes 

base on the decision made in the first phase. This process is recursively continued until a stopping criterion is 

met. The usual stopping criteria are [17]: 

− All or most of the data at a particular node have the same class. 

− All attributes have been used up in the partitioning. 

− The tree has grown to a pre-defined limit. 

Now at this point, the decision tree can be used to predict the class of an incoming record, whose 

class ID is unknown. 

In decision Tree the major challenge is attribute selection [8]. Attribute selection is a procedure to 

determine the splitting criterion that best partitions the data attributes into individual classes. We have two 

popular attribute selection measures: 

− Information gain 

− Gini index 

When a node in a decision tree is used to partition the training instances into smaller subsets the 

entropy (entropy is the measure of uncertainty of a random variable) changes. Information gain is measure of 

this change in entropy [17]. This criterion will calculate values for every attribute. The values are sorted, and 

attributes are placed in the tree by following the order i.e., the attribute with a high value is placed at the root. 

The formula of information gain is: 

 

Information Gain (T, X) = Entropy (T) - Entropy (T, X) (1) 

 

E (T) = ∑ - pi log2 pi (2) 

 

Where i = 1 to c 

 

E (T, X) = ∑ P(c) E(c) (3) 

 

Where c Є X, T → Current state, and Pi → Probability of an event i of state T or Percentage of class i in a 

node of state T, and X → Selected attribute. 

In a much simpler way, it can be concluded that: 

 

Information Gain=Entropy (before) - ∑ Entropy (j, after) (4) 

 

Where j=1 to K, “before” is the dataset before the split, K is the number of subsets generated by the split, (j, 

after) is subset j after the split. 

Gini Index is metric to measure how often and randomly chosen element would be incorrectly identified [8]. 

It can be understood as a cost function used to evaluate splits in the dataset. It is calculated by subtracting the 

sum of the squared probabilities of each class from one. The formula of gini index is: 

 

Gini = 1 - ∑ (pi) 2 (5) 

 

Where i = 1 to c 

 

3.1.  Algorithm 

Input - Training dataset, test dataset 

Output - Decision tree 

Steps - 

Do for all attributes 

Calculate the Entropy Ei of the attribute Fi to calculate the value of Information gain or gini index. 

End do 

Split the dataset into subsets using the attribute. 

Draw a decision tree node containing this best attribute and split the dataset into subsets. 

Repeat the above step until the following stop criteria is met: 
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All attributes have been used up in partitioning. 

The three has grown to a pre-defined length. 

 

3.2.  Strengths 

The strengths of decision tree methods are [17-18]: 

− Decision tree are competent to generate understandable rules. 

− Decision tree are able to handle both continuous and categorical variables.  

− Decision tree provide a clear indication of which fields are most important for prediction or 

classification. 

− Help determine worst, best, and expected values for diverse scenarios. 

− Decision trees are trouble-free to use and explain. 

 

3.3.  Challenges 

The challenges in implementing decision tree classification in embedded system are energy 

consumption and speed as it can be seen from the description of DTC that DTC is highly computationally 

intensive algorithm and therefore it gets highly expensive and complex to train it when there are many class 

labels. Thus to accelerate the performance, to reduce the energy consumption and cost and to get better 

throughput, FPGAs are used about which it is explained in next section. 
 

 

4. FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAYS 

Field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) is a semi-conductor integrated circuit (IC) designed in such 

a way that user can configure it after manufacturing [19]. FPGA vendors such as Xilinx provide not just the 

physical circuits but also the development tools that can be used to develop design for FPGA and ultimately 

program them. They even provide security solutions such as encryption and authentication to secure the 

FPGAs. 

FPGAs are off the shelf programmable devices that have no processor to run the software [20]. They 

can be configured as simple as an AND gate and as complex as multi core processor. For implementing 

custom hardware functionality, they provide a flexible platform at low development costs. The FPGA 

architecture consists of three main components [20]: 

− Programmable logic blocks - The programmable logic block provide basic computation and storage 

elements used in digital systems. 

− Programmable routing (interconnects) - The programmable routing establishes a connection between 

logic blocks and Input/output blocks to complete a user-defined design unit. 

− I/O blocks - The programmable I/O pads are used to interface the logic blocks and routing architecture 

to the external components. 

Along with these three components FPGAs have a set of embedded components such as digital 

signal processing blocks to perform arithmetic intensive operations such as multiply and accumulate, block 

RAM, look up tables, flip flops, and others [20]. Modern FPGAs also contain specialized memory, arithmetic 

and communication blocks through which digital systems can be implemented efficiently [19]. 

FPGAs are used to accelerate performance of hardware for computation intensive application such 

as computer vision, communications, industrial embedded systems, IoT and many more as they provide 

flexibility, scalability, and parallelism. Through FPGAs performance can be maximized per watt of power 

consumption, thus reducing costs for large scale operations [20]. To make FPGAs more user friendly python 

is used along. Python along with Python productivity for ZYNQ (PYNQ) reduces the application 

development time by providing various packages, libraries, and tools. PYNQ is explained in [21] and can be 

read from there as it is out of the scope of this paper. 

Thus, concluding the benefits of FPGAs, FPGAs provide flexibility due to their reconfigurability 

and reprogrammability feature; they provide acceleration to hardware by sharing the computations with 

processor, and they are secured [22]. Therefore, they can be used along with DTC for better throughput and 

to accelerate the performance of DTC in low power consumption and cost. 
 

 

5. LITERATURE SURVEY  

Existing literature for hardware implementation of decision tree algorithm on FPGA was reviewed 

and various publications were uncovered. 

J.R. Struharik [2] presented four different architectures for hardware implementation of decision 

trees. One of them was single module per level (SMPL) and SMPL-P architecture and the other one was 

universal node (UN) and UN-P architecture. The SMPL architecture was a pipelined architecture with 
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number of pipeline stages equal to the depth of decision tree. Each stage had three major modules: attribute 

memory, decision tree node, and the memory that stored information about the nodes at same DT level. The 

parallelized version of the SMPL architecture which had more complex hardware was known as SMPL-P 

architecture. The UN architecture comprised of four modules out which three modules had same function as 

SMPL architecture with two differences and the fourth module added was a control unit that was responsible 

for correct operation of the whole system. The parallelized version of UN architecture with more number of 

hardware parts was named as UN-P architecture. The four architectures were applied on 23 different datasets 

with target device Virtex5 family FPGA and Xilinx ISE Foundation 12.1.03i software and the results 

calculated in the research showed that the four architectures differ from each other in terms of hardware 

complexity, throughput, or classification speed and speedup. SMPL-P proved out to be best in terms of 

throughput, speedup, and hardware demand. SMPL and UN-P architectures gave comparable results and the 

UN architecture gave worst results.  

Narayanan et al. [8] have presented decision tree classification using FPGA for binary classification. 

Compute intensive kernel called the gini score computation was implemented in the learning process of the 

decision tree classification and a highly efficient, reconfigurable architecture was developed to implement 

gini score calculation. The architecture was further optimized by using bitmapped data structure and by 

reordering the calculations to minimize the bandwidth requirements of DTC. The proposed design was 

implemented on Xilinx vertex -II Pro FPGA platform with 100MHz clock rate. Fixed point integer 

computations were used to perform the calculations. With maximum of 16 gini units working in parallel, the 

algorithm was run on PowerPC CPU (which was embedded in FPGA device) and the results were obtained 

which showed that the designed architecture achieved 5.58x speedup in comparison to software 

implementation executed on the same platform. 

Saqib et al. [15] designed a pipelined architecture to implement parallel decision tree binary 

classification to improve the execution time of the algorithm and thus accelerate the hardware in minimal 

resource utilization and low power consumption by processing the data in pipelined fashion. The proposed 

architecture was highly scalable and was implemented on Digilent Nexys2 Spartan 3E FPGA board with 

100MHz clock rate. The design had a streaming architecture that used double-buffered input and output 

memories to simultaneously receive and process the data. The proposed system was configured with high-

speed communication unit that enabled data processing and data transfer faster. The results obtained showed 

that as the number of clock cycles that were required to process the data and generate results reduced, the 

throughput increases. The designed system was 3.5 times faster than existing hardware implementations and 

its performance was linearly dependent on number of records in a dataset. 

M. Barbareschi et al. [23] presented a special Von Neumann architecture called tree visiting 

processing unit (TVPU) to implement a decision tree classifier. For better performance pipelining for TVPU 

is done and a separate branch predictor unit is used to leverage the pipeline. TVPU was implemented as a co-

process on XilinxVirtex XC5VLX110T FPGA and its performance was measured in terms of classification 

and misprediction delay. The results showed that lower the computations delay faster is the classification and 

higher the misprediction delay better the performance. 

Kulaga et al. [24] have proposed FPGA implementation of decision tree and its ensemble for letter 

and digit recognisition using Vivado High Level Synthesis tool. It is explained about Vivado HLS that it is 

one of the tool available for Xilinx FPGAs and Zynq SoC devices for synthesisation. Verilog and VHDL can 

be synthesized from C, C++ code. The function used for synthesisation consists of a pipelined loop that 

iterates over the lines and columns of a 1920 x 1080 grayscale image and had and initiation interval of four 

cycles. Four pixels were processed in each iteration. OpenCv was used to implement both the decision tree 

and its ensemble. The proposed architecture used Floating Point arithmetic for computations and had a clock 

frequency of 100MHz and 66.67MHz. Two different datasets was used at both training and testing stages and 

several optimizations tree code and node layout in memory were made. The three parameters classification 

accuracy, throughput, and resource usage for different tree depths, ensemble sizes, and algorithms was 

obtained for both shared attribute memory and separate attribute memory and module’s functioning was 

verified for correctness using C/RTL co simulations and Zynq-7000 SoC devices. The results showed that 

when wide sample input and fixed point arithmetic is used highest classification throughput and resource 

utilization is obtained. 

Amato et al. [25] proposed architecture for FPGA based decision tree classifier to speed up the 

classifier. The system consisted of three modules namely - transformation and integration module, semantic 

classifier module and post reasoner module and the data were collected from sensors nodes of intrusion 

detection system. The transformation module was used to gather and integrate the data. The semantic 

classifier implemented the rule based classifier. The post reasoner modules analyzed the causes and reasons 

of the events and then refine the procedures of classification. The proposed architecture had decision boxes 

and a Boolean Net. The decision boxes had a pipelined architecture with depth 2 that compute all the 
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decision in parallel while the Boolean net assigned the class to given input. The output from the two is 

VHDL code produced by PMML2VHDL tool used for FPGA synthesis. The results obtained showed that the 

decision box created 560 millions of decisions per second and delay time of 10ms for Boolean net which 

resulted in great performance.  

M. Barbareschi et al. [26] illustrated the FPGA accelerator architecture design for decision tree 

classifier and its ensemble using majority voting. The architecture is based on pipelined technique and the 

decision tree design was followed as in Amato et al. The proposed architecture provides 114 times speedup 

and require only 0.03% energy compared with software approach. To improve the system performance, 

further, they have designed a multiple classifier system where the decision tree is used as base classifier. 

In Another paper M. Barbareschi [27] proposed a hardware implementation of decision tree using 

Xilinx Virtex-5 XC5VLX110T FPGA device to determine the scalability in terms of required resources. The 

proposed architecture as compared to other memory-based architectures having static parameters didn’t 

required additional memory banks follows pipelined mechanism and has dynamic parameters. The results 

showed that the delay and latency decrease with the number of pipeline stages. Also the clock frequency 

linearly decreases with the number of nodes, and power consumption increases with the area overhead. 

Further it was concluded that the number of gates needed to synthesize the decision tree algorithms is 

proportional to the product of number of internal node and number of features.  

Another pipelined architecture for implementation of decision tree on FPGA was proposed by D. 

Tong et al. in [28]. They have used C4.5 algorithm of decision tree for classification purposes and have 

proposed two architectures to store the classifier - one with distributed RAM and other with block RAM. For 

acceleration of both the architectures FPGA was used. To measure the performance throughput and resource 

efficiency was observed and compared. The distributed RAM architecture achieved a clock rate of 180MHz, 

throughput of 460Gbps and resource efficiency of 26 slices/Gbps, while the block RAM architecture showed 

clock rate of 334MHz, throughput of 6Gbps, and resource efficiency of 21 slices/Gbps for 1024 nodes of 

tree. As the number of nodes was decreased the throughput and clock rate increased and resource efficiency 

decreased. Table 1 shows the comparison of all the above architectures in terms of throughput and clock rate. 
 

 

Table 1. Comparison of surveys 
SNo. Paper Ref. No. Max. Clock Rate Throughput (Average) 

1. [2] 100MHz SMPL-P >SMPL=UN-P > UN 

2. [8] 100MHz 3.24Gbps 

3. [15] 100MHz 96.26% 
4. [23] 360MHz 26.91Gbps 

5. [24] 100MHz 1.3508MSa/s 

6. [25] (not specified) 562113546,9 (float/s) 

7. [26] (not specified) 112.8796MS/s 

8. [27] 450MHz Explained in graphs given in paper 
9. [28] 180MHz & 334MHz 460Gbps&6Gbps 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

With machine learning algorithms, FPGA platform can be used as an accelerator to accelerate the 

speed and improve the performance of the algorithms. The flexibility and reprogrammability of FPGA 

allowed creation of architecture that gives optimal results. All the techniques proposed make use of parallel 

capability of the devices to design parallel architectures for efficient results and efficient memory utilization. 

It is even concluded that all the architectures implemented for FPGA are pipelined that allowed faster 

execution of algorithm and faster clock rate. Generally floating-point arithmetic is used in most of the 

architectures but its use is always tried to be avoided and fixed point arithmetic is forced to be used as 

floating point are more complex and utilize more resources which decreased the use of parallelism. The 

results from the literature review also showed some issues that prevent the use of FPGA widely. First issue 

seen is lack of development tools that are mature as it is very difficult to develop hardware accelerators 

without proper knowledge. Second issue is cost of advanced FPGA devices. The cost of advanced FPGA 

devices used for machine learning algorithms is quite high. Although these two issues currently prevents the 

use of FPGA devices, but all of the above issues the available high level languages and synthesis tools 

designing of FPGA have become much easier. With advancements in FPGA technology, soon FPGA 

platform is expected to be the most used platform for computations as well as machine learning algorithms 

due to its feature of low resource utilization, flexibility, and high performance. For the future work we will 

use FPGA in implementation of random forest and compare the results with decision tree implementation to 

choose the best one out. 
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